LEVEL UP YOUR
ZOOM IN EVERY ROOM

Zoom meetings these days are connecting people in your conference rooms with others working at home, on
the road, or in customer and partner offices. Your choice of audio and video devices plays a significant role in
delivering the best Zoom experience for your hybrid workers and everyone in the meeting.

THAT’S A LOT OF ZOOM MEETINGS
The number of meetings taking place over Zoom is massive—and growing.

DAILY MEETING PARTICIPANTS:

10 MILLION

350 MILLION

2019¹

2020²

Employees are just as productive—if not more—when working remotely over Zoom.

94%

Employers who say productivity is the same
or higher as it was before the pandemic³

Employees prefer to conduct their
most important meetings over Zoom
instead of in person.

Employees think they can do their best
work in a hybrid workplace.

65%

Employees say their ideal choice for a
future work setup will let them work
both from home and from the office4

61%

Prefer virtual meetings
for large meetings5

EMPOWER EMPLOYEES TO MEET AS EQUALS
It’s up to IT to make sure employees working remotely or in shared spaces have the same great Zoom
experience as their colleagues in the conference room. Anything less hurts the professional image of
your employees and can reflect poorly on your business.
Here are a few considerations for choosing audio and video devices that optimize your
employees’ Zoom experience across group and personal workspaces.

FOSTER EMPLOYEE
CONFIDENCE WITH CONSISTENCY

ENSURE GLOBAL SUPPORT
With work now taking place everywhere,
make sure your device vendor offers local
inventory and support no matter the location.

Choose professional-grade headset,
video, and phone devices so you can
consistently block out background noise,
improve image clarity, and increase
employee comfort and ease-of-use.

LEVERAGE EXPERTISE
Look for an experienced partner that can
help you plan, deploy, and manage a large
Zoom integration.

PRESERVE YOUR
FREEDOM OF CHOICE
Look for a device vendor with a range
of solutions that meets the needs of both
individuals and group spaces, without the
hassle of managing multiple contracts.

USE ZOOM-COMPATIBLE DEVICES
Make sure the devices you choose are
compatible with Zoom to avoid performance
issues and ensure the best quality experience.
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READY TO MAKE THE MOST

OF YOUR ZOOM INVESTMENT?

Download our guide, “Enable the Work From Anywhere
Revolution with Zoom” for everything you need to know
to make informed decisions on the enterprise-grade audio,
video, and phone devices to optimize Zoom meetings, Zoom
room, and Zoom phone deployments.
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ENABLE THE

WORK FROM ANYWHERE

DOWNLOAD THE E-BOOK >

REVOLUTION WITH ZOOM

POWER HYBRID COLLABORATION
EXPERIENCES WITH PRO-GRADE
AUDIO AND VIDEO
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